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Abstract. We present the measured correlation functions for
+−, −− and ++ pairs in central S+Ag collisions
at 200 GeV per nucleon. The Gamov function, which has
been traditionally used to correct the correlation functions
of charged pions for the Coulomb interaction, is found to
be inconsistent with all measured correlation functions. Cer-
tain problems which have been dominating the systematic
uncertainty of the correlation analysis are related to this in-
consistency. It is demonstrated that a new Coulomb correc-
tion method, based exclusively on the measured correlation
function for +− pairs, may solve the problem.
1 Introduction
The space-time evolution of a particle system created in a
nuclear collision may be strongly inﬂuenced by the collision
dynamics, particularly by the presence of a phase transition
from a quark gluon plasma to hadronic matter. There has
been much interest in the study of Bose-Einstein correlations
? deceased
(BEC) of identical pions and kaons recently, because they
can yield the information on the space-time evolution of the
system.
The correlation functions of charged particles need to
be corrected for the Coulomb interaction among the parti-
cles. In our previous publications [1–3] on the BEC of neg-
ative pions, we have expressed our suspicion that the “tra-
ditional” Coulomb correction method, based on the Gamov
function [4, 5], could be responsible for the existence of cer-
tain problems which dominate the systematic errors of the
analysis. In this paper we present a study of the correlation
functions for +− pairs in S+Ag collisions at 200 GeV
per nucleon, measured by the NA35 Collaboration at the
CERN-SPS, and we demonstrate that the Gamov function
is indeed inconsistent with all the +−, −− and ++
correlation data. A new Coulomb correction method is intro-
duced, which uses the measured +− correlation function
instead of the Gamov function. We apply the new correction
method and we ﬁnd an excellent description of the experi-
mental data, in contrast to correlation functions corrected by
the standard Gamov function.
The reason for the failure of the Gamov function in the
ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions could be related to the ab-
sence of the conditions which have been assumed in its the-444
oretical evaluation. The Gamov correction function is eval-
uated for an isolated pair of non-relativistic pions emerging
from a small volume. In contrast to that, in the ultrarelativis-
tic nuclear collisions the ﬁnal state consists of many charged
particles, emitted from an extended, rapidly expanding vol-
ume.
The paper is structured as follows: the NA35 experi-
ment is described and the data samples are characterized
in Sect. 2. The derivation of the two-particle correlation
function, and the inﬂuence of the applied corrections is dis-
cussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4. the evidence for the failure of
the Gamov correction, stemming both from the studies of
the correlations of like and unlike charged pions is shown
in some detail. The results of the new proposed correction
method are presented and compared to the old results in
Sect. 5 and Sect. 6.
2 Experiment and data sets
The experiment NA35 at the CERN SPS studies collisions of
p, 16O and 32S projectiles of 200 GeV per nucleon incident
energy with various nuclear targets [6–8]. The experiment
used two large-volume tracking chambers and four calorime-
ters. The Streamer Chamber (SC), which was in a 1.5 Tesla
superconducting magnet, measured pions in the lab rapidity
range 0:5 <y<3 : 5. The Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
was located downstream of the magnet, and measured pi-
ons in rapidity range 2:5 <y<5. Essentially the entire
phase space, excluding the projectile and target fragmenta-
tion domains, was covered by tracking. Neither the SC nor
the TPC had track-by-track particle identiﬁcation capabili-
ties. The Streamer Chamber events were recorded by three
cameras on ﬁlm and analyzed either with manual [2] or with
fully automated event reconstruction facilities [3, 9, 10].
The events from the TPC were reconstructed by the TRAC
analysis chain [11].
The quality of a correlation measurement is determined
by the resolution of the two-particle momentum difference
(“relative momentum”) and the two-track resolution. The er-
ror on the two-particle relative momentum depends on the
track measurement error and on multiple scattering, whereas
it is, for pairs of particles of the same charge at small rela-
tive momenta, to a high degree independent of errors aris-
ing from distortions, detector alignment uncertainties and
other large-scale biases. The error on the two-particle rela-
tive momentum for the oppositely charged particle pairs is
inﬂuenced by those errors as well. In repeated independent
measurements of SC events we have found that the error
on the invariant two-particle relative momentum used in the
analysis (Qi, deﬁned in (2) in the following section) arising
from the event alignement and reading errors, which domi-
nate the track measurement error, is less than 2 MeV/c on
average. The combined error for the oppositely charged par-
ticle pairs, which also includes the error arising from distor-
tions, detector alignment and other large-scale uncertainties
was deduced from the measurement [8] of the K0
S invariant
mass spectra, and equals 7 MeV/c on average. The con-
tribution arising from multiple scattering depends primarily
on the target material and thickness and never exceeds 6
MeV/c. These contributions add approximately in quadra-
ture and the combined relative momentum error is less than
7 MeV/c and 9 MeV/c for the like and the oppositely charged
particle pairs, respectively. The smallest bin-size used in the
analysis of SC data was taken to be 10 MeV/c in all relative
momentum components, appropriate to the momentum res-
olution. In contrast to the Streamer Chamber, the TPC has
in the present analysis accepted only tracks of negatively
charged particles. The errors resulting from the limited spa-
tial accuracy of the TPC and from multiple scattering were
estimated both from the data and from Monte Carlo simula-
tions and were found to be of a similar magnitude. Adding
them in quadrature results in an error of 10–15 MeV/c for the
three relative momentum components used in the analysis.
Accordingly, the smallest bin-size adopted in the analysis of
the TPC data is 20 MeV/c.
The two-track resolution for the tracks of like charged
particles corresponds to the limiting relative momentum of
a particle pair below which the two corresponding tracks are
too close to be individually resolved. This limit depends on
particle momenta and may have different values in different
parts of momentum space. In order to avoid a bias due to in-
sufﬁcient two-track separation for the tracks of like charged
particles, pairs with Qi < 5 MeV/c (Qi is deﬁned in (2) in
the next section) have been excluded from the analysis. Note
that the region below 5 MeV/c is nearly unpopulated with
primary pion pairs because of the low phase space proba-
bility density. Since the magnetic ﬁeld separates tracks of
positive and negative particles in the Streamer Chamber, the
two-track resolution for the tracks of oppositely charged par-
ticles is essentially perfect; the acceptance of a particle pair
is independent of the relative momentum. Simulations of
the TPC show that the reconstruction efﬁciency (for track
pairs of like charged particles) approaches 100% for tracks
with an average two-particle separation larger than 2.5 cm.
Therefore, all pairs with less than 2.5 cm separation have
been excluded from the analysis. This cut results in the loss
of a signiﬁcant fraction of pairs only for Qi < 10 MeV/c.
The Forward Energy Trigger (FET) was used for on-
line event selection of the data presented in this paper. That
trigger selects events with a small energy deposited in the
forward Veto Calorimeter, which covered an opening angle
of <0 : 3 o[8]. The FET trigger selects collisions with small
impact parameter for which all projectile nucleons have col-
lided with the target nucleus (“dive-in collisions”).
Table 1 shows important characteristics of the data sets
that were analyzed: target thickness, measured charge, cross
section (expressed in percentage of the total inelastic cross
section), rapidity density of negative hadrons at mid-rapidity
(corrected for acceptance and contamination), and the num-
ber of analyzed events.
3 Evaluation of the correlation function
The two-pion correlation function C(p1;p2) is the ratio of the
two-pion differential cross section (p1;p2) and the product
of the two single-pion cross sections (p1) and (p2) (see
e.g. [5] and references therein):
C(p1;p2)=N
 ( p 1;p 2)
 ( p 1)  ( p 2)
(1)445
Table 1. Characteristics of the analyzed data are listed: the target thickness, the measured charge
and the cross section (expressed in percentage of the total inelastic cross section), the rapidity
density dhn−i=dy of negative hadrons at mid-rapidity, and the number of analyzed events
Reaction target Measured  Acceptance
dhn−i
dy Number of events
[g/cm2] Charge (%)
+,– 0:5 <y <3 : 5 15000
S+Ag 0.75 3.3 46
–2 : 5 <y <4 : 5 131500
S+Au 0.94 – 6.3 2:5 <y <4 : 5 58 126850
where p1;p2 are the momenta of the two pions, and N is
the normalization factor. In the traditional terminology the
numerator is the “signal”, and the denominator is the “un-
correlated background” or “reference sample”. The signal
is inﬂuenced by the Bose-Einstein correlations, as well as
other correlations (like the correlations due to the Coulomb
interaction in the ﬁnal state, which is the subject of this
paper), while the uncorrelated background ideally contains
only the information on the momentum-space distribution
of pairs of uncorrelated particles. The experimental signal
distribution has been formed from all possible particle pairs
in each analyzed event. The uncorrelated background distri-
bution is created in a similar way, but particles of a pair are
taken from different events. A different background forma-
tion technique has also been tested in which each particle
is used only once, but no signiﬁcant difference between the
two methods was found. To form the correlation function, the
background and the signal distributions have to be normal-
ized ﬁrst. This has been done by imposing the requirement
that the correlation function should equal unity in a chosen
interval in Qi (usually outside the Bose-Einstein correlation
peak). The fact that the ﬁnal results of a correlation measure-
ment have been found, in certain circumstances, to depend
on the position of the normalization interval is one of the
central topics of this paper.
A pion pair with pion momenta p1 and p2 has six degrees
of freedom in momentum space. In the most general case,
the two-pion correlation function depends on all six com-
ponents. The studies presented in this paper are carried out
mostly in terms of a single variable, the invariant momentum
difference Qi:
Q2
i = −(p

1 − p

2)(p1 − p2); (2)
where p1 and p2 are the four-momenta of the two particles.
However, in Sect. 5, where the effect of a new Coulomb
correction procedure will be demonstrated, the momentum
components and the analysis procedure described in detail
in [1] will also be used.
To account for the lack of track-by-track particle iden-
tiﬁcation and for the contamination by particles originat-
ing from photon conversions, weak decays or secondary in-
teractions, a Monte Carlo correction procedure was devel-
oped [1, 2]. According to the Monte Carlo simulation the
fraction of pairs containing at least one particle which is not
a pion from the primary interaction, varies between 15% and
70%, depending on momentum, and on the target material
and thickness, and reaches its maximum for small transverse
momenta, at target-fragmentation rapidities. In order to cor-
rect binned data for contamination, we have subtracted the
estimated contamination contribution, derived in the Monte
Carlo simulation, from the original number of pairs in each
bin. The estimate for the contamination is based on the Lund
Fritiof Monte Carlo program (version 1.6) [12], modiﬁed
to have momentum distributions and strange particle yields
similar to the data [7, 8]. In fact, any other event genera-
tor which reproduces the experimental particle spectra will
lead to similar corrections. A full detector simulation was
performed, based on the Geant simulation package [13].
The ﬁnal corrected correlation function was obtained by
subtracting the estimated signal contamination Sc from the
measured signal Sm, and by subtracting the estimated back-
ground contamination BG
c from the measured background
BG
m:
C =
Sm − NSc
BG
m−BG
c
: (3)
We have previously reported [1] that for pairs of like-charged
particles the correlation intensity is strongly inﬂuenced by
the contamination, while the width of the correlation func-
tion stays unchanged. That is because the contamination
contribution for pairs of like-charged particles consists of
essentially uncorrelated pairs and when subtracted from the
corresponding measured distributions, it only boosts the cor-
relation intensity without changing the shape, i.e. the width
of the correlation function. On the other hand, the contami-
nation in the case of the pairs of oppositely charged particles
contains a positively correlated component due to the cor-
relation of electrons and positrons from the conversion of
photons in the target. In order to reduce the sensitivity of
the measurement to this sort of contamination, the corre-
lation functions for unlike-charged particle pairs have been
evaluated with a cut on transverse momentum of a parti-
cle in a pair pT > 200 MeV/c, which leaves essentially no
electron-positron pairs in the data [3]. It has been veriﬁed
that the resulting correlation functions for pT > 200 MeV/c
are consistent with the ones obtained without a cut in pT
[3].
Another contamination to the pure +− sample corre-
sponds to particle pairs containing a charged kaon: K+−,
K−+ and K+K−. A positive correlation arising due to the
attractive Coulomb interaction may be neglected, because
the kaon contamination presents only a small contribution
to the pure +− sample.446
Fig. 1a–h. Examples of correlation functions for negative pions as a func-
tion of Qi. Gamov corrected (a–d) and uncorrected (e–h). Note the strongly
magniﬁed scale
Apart from the Coulomb interaction, correlations of posi-
tive and negative particles may be inﬂuenced also by particle
decays and strong interaction in the ﬁnal state.
Due to a huge combinatorial background, the contribu-
tion of pairs of oppositely charged particles in the measured
data, originating from decays of K0
S,  and ¯  particles and
 resonances (which appears as a contamination to the pure
+− sample) amounts to less than 0.5%, and could be ne-
glected in our analysis.
In order to exclude the contribution of  mesons (which
peak at Qi = 716 MeV/c and have a width of Γ =
154 MeV/c), the correlation function C+− has been stud-
ied in the range Qi < 500 MeV/c.
To summarise, the correlations of oppositely charged par-
ticles studied are in a good approximation representative for
the +− correlations.
The Gamov function which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing sections is [4, 5]:
G()=
2 
e2 −1
;= 
m  
Q i
(4)
where the sign of  is positive for pairs of like charged pi-
ons, and negative for unlike charged pions (see e.g. [14]),
m is the pion mass, and  is the ﬁne structure constant.
Note that the Gamov function for pairs of like charged par-
ticles in a very good approximation is equal to the inverse
Gamov function for pairs of unlike charged particles; a slight
difference is seen only for Qi < 10 MeV/c. The same is true
also for Baym’s model [15], independently of the assumed
particle source size.
4 Results
Let us ﬁrst review the original indication for the possible
failure of the Gamov correction, which came from the stud-
ies of −− correlations [1–3]. Examples of the correlation
functions for negative pions are shown as a function of Qi
in Fig. 1. Gamov corrected and uncorrected correlation func-
tions are shown in Figs. 1(a–d) and 1(e–h), respectively. It
is evident that , for the Gamov corrected correlation func-
tions, a slope is present outside the Bose-Einstein correlation
peak (Qi > 150 MeV/c), in the region of increasing Qi. The
presence of this slope has been reported to be the most im-
portant source of problems in the correlation data analysis
Fig. 2. The ﬁtted results for the negative pion correlation functions in the
reaction S+Ag (1:5 <y<2 : 5) are plotted as a function of the position
of the interval in which the correlation function was normalized. The nor-
malization interval used in the published analysis [1] is indicated by star
symbols. Standard Gamov correction-open circles, new correction proce-
dure based on the F-function, (5)-rectangles. In the latter case there is no
more normalization-dependence
[1–3], because it introduces a systematic uncertainty on the
ﬁtted parameters. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
the ﬁtted parameters1 are plotted as a function of the position
of the interval in Qi, in which the correlation function was
normalized (i.e. the interval in which the correlation func-
tion was forced to equal unity). Depending on the position
of the normalization interval the results vary by about 20%.
In general, different effects could be responsible for the
presence of the slope in the correlation function. However,
the fact that the correlation functions before the Coulomb
correction do not contain the slope (Fig. 1(e-h)) indicates
that the bulk of the slope seen in the Gamov corrected cor-
relation functions (Fig. 1(a-d)) originates essentially from
the Gamov correction. Under the hypothesis that an appro-
priately corrected correlation function should be ﬂat outside
the Bose-Einstein correlation peak, it is natural to suspect
[1–3] that the Gamov function could be inappropriate for
the correction of these data, at least in the region outside
the Bose-Einstein correlation peak. The correlation function
would be overcorrected by the Gamov correction. The hy-
pothesis that the correlation function should be ﬂat outside
the Bose-Einstein correlation peak ﬁnds support in the over-
all consistency of different data, as it will be demonstrated
below, and also in the Monte Carlo studies using different
event generators.
1 The system of variables used in the evaluation of the results, and the
ﬁtting procedure are deﬁned and described in [1]447
Fig. 3a–f. Correlation functions for +− (a–c). The region indicated by
the horizontal dashed lines in (a–c) is shown magniﬁed in (d–f); the Gamov
function (4) is shown by dotted lines, the function F (5) as ﬁtted to the data
by the full lines
Fig. 4a–f. Correlation functions for −− (a–c) and ++ (d–f), in the
SAg data, corrected by the new Coulomb correction method based on the
function F (5). The shaded area approximately indicates the region where
the Bose-Einstein correlations are dominant
In the following, we will present the correlation functions
for unlike-charged pion pairs, which in principle allow a
study of the Coulomb attraction effect. In contrast to the
correlation functions for like-charged pions, the correlation
functions for unlike-charged pions are not subject to the BEC
effect, and thus the Coulomb effect may be studied at much
lower values of Qi.
The correlation functions for oppositely charged pions in
the S+Ag data are shown in Fig. 3, measured in the rapidity
intervals indicated, and for pT > 200 MeV/c. Although a
positive correlation effect is evident, like qualitatively ex-
pected for pairs of particles which experience the attractive
Coulomb force, the shapes of the correlation functions in
Fig. 3 differ from the corresponding Gamov function, (4):
they reach unity with increasing Qi much faster than the
Gamov function. This effect is consistent with the absence
of a slope in the Coulomb-uncorrected correlation functions
for negative pions, see Fig. 1(e-h). The idea that the Gamov
correction could be inappropriate therefore ﬁnds support in
the studies of correlations of both the like- and the unlike-
charged particles.
There are several possible reasons for the failure of
the Gamov function. The standard Gamov correction proce-
dure [5] based on the Gamov function is theoretically eval-
uated for an isolated pair of non-relativistic charged pions
emerging from a relatively small particle source. All three
assumptions may be violated in ultrarelativistic nuclear col-
lisions, where many charged particles are emitted from an
extended, rapidly expanding source. The presence of numer-
ous charged particles in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions
may inﬂuence the Coulomb potential between two particles
(dynamic screening of the two-particle Coulomb potential)
[2, 16, 17], the net effect being a reduction of the Coulomb
force. On the other hand, attempts to include the size of
the particle source in the evaluation of the Coulomb cor-
rection [14, 15, 18, 19], also indicate that the net Coulomb
effect is weaker than the Gamov prediction. Relativistic ef-
fects have been studied recently [20], and a sizeable effect
has been predicted as well. Let us note ﬁnally that, in the
case of low multiplicity and a small source size [21] (inter-
action p+Ta at 70 GeV), a nice agreement of the correlation
function for +− pairs and the Gamov function was re-
ported.
There are two sorts of biases in the physics results ex-
tracted from the correlation functions for like sign pions,
introduced by using the Gamov correction [1]. First, as al-
ready discussed, due to uncertainties in the normalization
of the correlation function which arise from the presence of
the slope in the region outside the Bose-Einstein correlation
peak, all ﬁtted parameters have a systematic uncertainty of
up to 20%. In the following section we will demonstrate
how this bias disappears when the data are corrected using
the correlation function measured for +− pairs, instead of
the Gamov function. Second, since in general the Coulomb
interaction depends on the particle density in position and
momentum space, as well as on the size of the pion source,
the ﬁtted parameters of the Gamov corrected data may suffer
from a bias which depends on the source size and the multi-
plicity. Qualitatively, the ﬁtted parameters (effective source
sizes) for reactions with high particle density could be sys-
tematically biased to lower values. That is because the cor-
relation function becomes artiﬁcially wide after the Gamov
correction. It is clear that such biases may introduce severe
errors in the interpretation of the correlation data, particu-
larly when results are compared that correspond to events of
different multiplicities.
The data presented in this paper, together with the com-
ing high statistics data on Pb+Pb collisions will enable a
theoretical derivation of an appropriate correction function
that should take into account all relevant parameters. How-
ever, in this paper we present a simple pragmatic correction
method, based just on the measured C+− correlation func-
tions for +− pairs.
5 The new Coulomb correction method
The measured correlation functions for oppositely charged
pions were ﬁtted by the function
F(Qi)=1+( G + −−1)e−Qi=Q0; (5)448
Table 2. Fitted results for Q0. The function F ((5)) was ﬁtted to the mea-
sured correlation functions for oppositely charged pions in the indicated in-
tervals of rapidity, see Fig. 3a–c. The quoted systematic errors correspond
to uncertainties in the contamination correction, and the normalization
Reaction yQ 0  2 /NDF
[MeV/c]
0:5 <y<1 : 57 5  19  20
5 44/50
S+Ag 1:5 <y<2 : 57 5  12  15
5 67/50
2:5 <y<3 : 56 0  14  15
5 76/50
where G+− is given by (4). This function approaches the
Gamov function in the limit of small Qi, whereas with in-
creasing Qi it turns down to unity more rapidly than the
Gamov function, see Fig. 3. That decrease is characterised
by Q0, the only ﬁt parameter. The ﬁtted results are shown
in Table 2 for the three indicated intervals in rapidity.
The Coulomb correction method introduced in this paper
uses simply the function F ((5)) instead of the Gamov func-
tion. By doing so, we implicitly assume that the function
representing Coulomb repulsion and the inverse of the func-
tion representing Coulomb attraction do not differ consider-
ably, like it is indeed the case e.g. for the Gamov function.
However, an analysis of much higher statistics data, like the
coming Pb+Pb collisions, might offer a chance for a more
reﬁned approach.
The resulting corrected correlation functions for −−
and ++ pairs are shown in Fig. 4a–c and in Fig. 4d–f,
respectively. The slope in the correlation function outside
the correlation peak has clearly disappeared in all cases,
lending further a posteriori support to the hypothesis, that
the Coulomb correction may be determined from the +−
correlations.
As a direct consequence of the absence of the slope, the
ﬁtted parameters became independent of the normalization
procedure, as demonstrated by the rectangles in Fig. 2. It
is interesting to note that the new ﬁtted parameters are not
far from the published values [1] (represented by star sym-
bols in Fig. 2), apparently thanks to the good choice of the
normalization region in the published analysis.
The multiplicity-dependence of the effect can not be
studied with the present data both because of insufﬁcient
statistics, and because the available interval in multiplicity
(corresponding to different rapidity intervals in the S+Ag
data) is rather narrow. However, that study will become
possible soon, when also the new data on Pb+Pb collisions
become available.
6 Summary
We have presented experimental evidence that the standard
Gamov correction function, traditionally used to correct the
Bose-Einstein correlation functions for Coulomb interaction
of pions, is inconsistent with the measured correlation func-
tions for +−, −− and ++ pairs in central S+Ag col-
lisions at 200 GeV per nucleon.
A new correction method is proposed, based on the mea-
sured correlation data for +− pairs, which cures the prob-
lems that have previously dominated the systematic uncer-
tainty of the correlation analysis.
The reason for the failure of the Gamov correction is
probably due to the fact that the simple assumptions used
in its theoretical derivation do not hold for ultrarelativistic
nuclear collisions, where many charged particles are emit-
ted from an extended, rapidly expanding source. The S+Ag
data presented in this paper, together with the future high
multiplicity Pb+Pb data, should provide solid experimental
measurements for a better understanding of the Coulomb
interaction in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions.
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